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A few weeks ago I was on the phone with a
young woman from Texas. She was thinking of
moving to Delaware and reached out, so we
chatted about opportunities for outdoor life, activism, possibility of meeting someone, Jewish
engagement, what it means to leave home and
the like. I reminded her a few times that we
weren’t as big or diverse as Dallas or Houston,
we don’t have the resources of a large city or
larger Jewish community. But we do have one
thing in spades: community.
Every day I re-learn the lesson that Delaware
is a place of community, a place where we can
connect with one another, our leadership, our
youth, in a far more intimate fashion than we
could in nearly any other place. And it’s not just a
matter of Delaware being a ‘small wonder.’ I’ve
been reminded of again and again how deeply
and profoundly people here care for our community and seek that sense of community out; for
companionship, but also to make an impact in
the lives around us, to transform our community
for the better. That’s true in the Jewish community to be sure, and it’s also true throughout
Wilmington and Delaware. Think of our interfaith
meal packing before Thanksgiving, bringing out
Jews, Sikhs, Christians, Muslims, and Atheists of
every color of the rainbow to make a difference
in people’s lives.

Friday, January 6, The Nosh at 6:00 PM,
Kabbalat Shabbat Evening Service and
Program, 6:30 PM, Service 8:00 PM,
Oneg Shabbat, 9:00 PM
Amanda Lewis and Ava Schwartz Reisman will
bless the Shabbat Candles
Birthday Blessings for the month of January
Saturday, January 7, Torah Study 9:30 AM,
Service-in-the-Round, 11:00 AM
“Vayigash,” Genesis 44:18-47:27,
Ezekiel 37:15-28
Friday, January 13, Martin Luther King Shabbat
at Congregation Beth Shalom at 7:30 PM
Saturday, January 14, Torah Study, 9:30 AM,
Service, 11:00 AM
The Bat Mitzvah of Ava Schwartz Reisman,
daughter of Darcy and Andrew Reisman
will be celebrated
“ Vayehi,” Genesis 50:18-26, I Kings 2:1-7
Friday, January 20, The Nosh, 6:00 PM,
Service, 6:30 PM
HarrietAnn Litwin will bless the Shabbat Candles
Saturday, January 21, Torah Study, 9:30 AM,
Service, 11:00 AM, Better Together, 4:00 PM
“Shemot,” Exodus 1:1-6:1,
Isaiah 27:6-28:13;29:22-23
Friday, January 27, Federation Shabbat, PJ
Library Program, 5:15 PM, Dinner, 5:45 PM,
Shabbat Service, 7:30 PM, Oneg, 8:30 PM
Saturday, January 28 , Torah Study, 9:30 AM,
Service-in-the-Round, 11:00 AM,
“Vaera” Exodus 6:2-9:35; Numbers 28:9-15,
Isaiah 66:1-24
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SUMMER SCHOLARSHIP AVAILABLE

And we need that sense of community. In a
world that feels distant, large, and more than a
little broken, we need more than ever the opportunity to come together, to be supportive of one
another, to seek out diverse voices and
embrace them. If we have learned anything as
Jews, we have learned that community is how
we thrive and how we make the world better.
This month, we have many, many opportunities to connect with the larger community, both
the Jewish community and the interfaith
community, in prayer and service.
Two are Shabbat experiences. The Friday of
Martin Luther King Weekend, we will be joining
our friends at Beth Shalom, along with our
Family Promise Partners, for a special service
and concert featuring “Jewish Gospel” artist
Joshua Nelson. A few weeks later, we have the
opportunity to host our entire Jewish community
for Federation Shabbat. I hope you will join us
for those special and important Friday night
experiences.
In addition, the Sunday of Martin Luther King
Weekend, we will be having our Tikkun Olam
Sunday in the religious school, a day of service
and giving back to the community. The
Thursday night of Inauguration day, we will be
hosting an interfaith service of vows; just as our
new president takes his oath of office, we will
be taking our own oaths, our commitments to
our community and each other.
We need community; we need each other. I
hope you will avail yourself of the opportunities
before us. And may we, in this new year,
recommit ourselves to the betterment of the
world in which we live.

The Sylvia & Isadore N. Silverman Scholarship
Fund will be awarding its 28th annual scholarship
to a deserving youth for a Jewish summer experience in camp or Israel. Applications may be
obtained at the Adas Kodesch Shel Emeth Synagogue office, 4412 Washington Street Ext.,
Wilmington, DE, 19802 (302-762-2705), and
should be returned to the synagogue office by
Wednesday, March 1, 2017.
The Fund was established in 1989 in honor of
the Silvermans’ 55th wedding anniversary, by
their four daughters and many friends.

...to Carrie Bachman, daughter of Sheila and
Phil Weinberg, who was
selected by the Total
Food Service Publication as one of the Top
Women for 2017 in the Metro New York area.
Carrie is a public relations and cookbook publicist.
...to Beryl and Bob Gamiel on the engagement
of their son Zachary to Jennifer Appletree of
Columbia, MD.

Quote of the Month
“All great art is the expression of man’s delight in
God’s work, not his own.
Ruskin
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the various museums of the Smithsonian. The
students wrote their own presentations and by
Monday were in the offices of Senators and Congressmen and Congresswomen. Our Delaware
group was lucky to combine visits and saved us
an extra hour-plus to make an additional mini-trip
to the Supreme Court, although a slight disappointment for we could not enter the main hall
because the court was in session.
All-in-all it was an amazing weekend. The best
part was watching our confirmands all dressed to
the nines delivering their own speeches that they
stayed up a good part of the night to write, presenting their well-rehearsed speeches with
poise. You could kvell! We even had a visit from
a Ben Litwin, a former confirmand from Beth
Emeth who gave words of encouragement to our
group from his not-so-long-ago experience. In
any case, a good time was had by all.
As I said in the beginning – it seems as though
this year is ending with a bang! I want to wish
you a Chag Urim Sameach, a happy festival of
lights. May the lights increase way beyond the
candles of the menorah and make you bring a
little more joy into your life…with music!
B’ahavah uv’Shalom, in love and in peace,

Dear friends,
2016 is ending with a bang! I hope you were
able to join us for our Chanukkah Hanike Hanukah concert on the 21st. (So how do you spell
Channukkah? ! ) חֲ נֻכָּהTechnically, at the writing
of this article, it hasn’t happened yet, but I
know that it will have been a treat. Beth
Emeth’s Youth and Adult choirs will have been
joined by Lindsay Hawtof, and Rachel Greenspan, our song leader in our religious school
followed later in the week by a visit to the Kutz
home for a repeat performance. It is great the
amount of talent we have here.
Before I can go any further, I must share not
only how proud I am, but how proud each of us
in this congregation should be of five teens
from our 9th and 10th grade confirmation classes: Eli Gertler, Dana Geisenberger, Lucy
Stark, Sam Saperstein, and Alex Ranauto. Together, with Rabbi Koppel, myself and later,
Rabbi Robinson, we gathered together in
Washington, DC with hundreds of teens for the
L’Taken Program – the Reform movement’s
Religious Action Center (the “RAC”) to learn
about various social issues that the Reform
movement has taken a stance on and how to
prepare to lobby our government officials on
their “turf” in DC. This four-day weekend was
an amazing experience! Choices of subjects on
which to lobby had a wide range from Criminal
Justice Reform and LGBT Rights to Refugee
Resettlement and U.S. Support for Israel. Our
Confirmands chose the topics of Gun Violence
Prevention and Paid Family Leave: The Family
Act.
Through a series of workshops and preparation sessions these teens were able to educate
themselves in order to formulate their own
thoughts and opinions on the issues at hand.
Then they were encouraged to pick topics that
they were interested or even passionate about.
These workshops were interspersed with trips
around the DC area: The Holocaust Museum,
the MLK Memorial, and the National Mall with

Cantor Mark Stanton
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sold a lot of items. What was left was given to the
Ministry of Caring for distribution to their clients.
SAVE THE DATE, and start saving your gently
used items for our next Sale May 3 and 4, 2017.
More information will follow in future editions of
the Orbit/BEN.
Thank you again from Marcia and Cindy for all
your help.
Volunteers: Riva Brown, Karen Caplan, Sue
Cherrin, Barbara Citron, Olga Crowther, Roberta
Cutler, Phyllis Feingold, Rischa Fishman, Susan
Goodhart, Sjon Growenhorst, Cheryl Hampson,
Nancy Herzog, Judith Insinga, Gloria Jacobs,
Joanie Kalin,Barry & Joanne Kittinger, Rosalyn
Lieberman, Nancy Marcinkowski, Heather
Margolin, Richard Margolin, Faye Markowitz,
Marci Muskin, Cindy O'Neil, Sue Polis, Missy
Rosenthal, Marcia Russakow, Alan Russokow,
Michele Sands, Teresa
Scheiner, Jenni Sirkis, Andrea
Sklar,
Cheryl
Soohong,
Ira
Tartack,
Kim
vonWeltin,
Sheila
Weinberg,
and
Steve
Zimmerman.

"Once Again the UN Shows
its Very Dark Colors!"
I've never been a fan of the United Nations,
especially after they did nothing to stop Egypt
and the other enemies of Israel to wage war in
June of 1967. Some say they actually put out the
red carpet. This conflict is known as the Six Day
War which, thankfully, Israel won handily, destroying Egypt's air force on the ground and capturing the Old City of Jerusalem and the Golan
Heights among other miracles.
UNESCO (the United Nations Educational,
Scientific and Cultural Organization) is the latest
UN agency to show its colors against Israel.
UNESCO resolved to ignore Jewish and
Christian links to Israeli holy sites in Jerusalem, yet highlighting the Islamic connection.
Fortunately there are many around the world
who found this to be abhorrent. For example,
twenty mayors visiting Israel resolved "to work to
end politically inspired falsehood and distortions,
and to speak the truth about relevant history," (calling on UNESCO) to "cease repeatedly
exacerbating tensions, as evidenced by the most
recent news of disputing Israeli heritage of the
Dead Sea Scrolls…" These mayors were from
four cities in the United States as well as mayors
fromTaiwan, Lviv (Ukraine), San Miguelito
(Panama), Homabay County (Kenya), Jaen
(Spain), George (South Africa)
Viseu (Portugal).
Here is an institution that was created for the
sake of peace after the end of World War II.
It's a sham. Period
Sisterhood Garage Sale Thank You’ s
Thank you to all our amazing volunteers who
helped with this November's Garage Sale. If we
have omitted anyone from our list, it was not
intentional. As always we had a lot of fun and
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for the first semester, it’s been so interesting to
see what a variety of causes they are interested
in supporting, and how diligently they’ve pursued
the research, and considered how one decides
how to figure out what and whom to support. I
look forward to continuing to see them develop
as leaders and as tzadikim (righteous figures).
Just last month, Cantor Stanton and I traveled
to Washington, DC with 5 of our teens to participate in the L’Taken Seminar with the
Religious Action Center for Reform Judaism. At
this weekend long event, we joined with
hundreds of teens from other Reform
synagogues from across the country, to visit
Washington, DC, learn about the political
process, and explore a variety of issues. Finally,
on Monday, joined by Rabbi Robinson, we all
went to Capitol Hill, where we visited the offices
of our Senators and Representatives, so that our
teens could lobby on issues that are important to
them.
To hear our young people speak
articulately and passionately about gun violence
and family leave was both moving and inspiring.
To help these young people realize that advocacy is an important tool through which change
can be made possible, is an important message
and one which I know helped to shape the thinking of our teens.

Tzedek, Tzedek Tirdof.
Justice, Justice, You shall pursue.
(Deuteronomy 16:18)
These well known and oft cited words of our
tradition are ones which speak to the prophetic
nature of Reform Judaism and our call towards
being ones who are those who pursue justice in
various forms and through various means. The
repetition of the word tedek, justice, has been the
source of much discussion over the centuries of
commentary, as each generation has read and
grappled with Torah. Knowing that there are no
words in Torah that are wasted—no words that are
just there as extra—we must recognize that there
is a reason for this repeated word. And there are
myriad explanations that various thinkers have
given.
There are two that have always spoken the most
to me, and have always made the most sense.
One is that this call is that we must not only be
those who pursue justice ourselves, but we must
also be those who inspire the pursuit of justice for
others. The other is that there is a recognition that
there are many means through which one can and
must pursue justice. During this past month or so,
and looking into the coming weeks, I’ve seen
evidence of both of these ideas.
Throughout this year, as part of their curriculum,
the 7th grade has been learning about the value of
tzedakah, righteous giving and righteous living,
and about leadership. As part of both of these,
they have been empowered with being in charge
of collecting the tzedakah money from the entire
school for the year—physically collecting and
counting the money, encouraging the classes to
give, and determining what organization(s) will
benefit from the funds and how that will be
decided. They are, in essence, living out the ideal of
giving themselves while inspiring others to give.
And while their mission is to inspire the other
classes, I must admit that watching how seriously
they take this process has been an inspiration to
me, as well. As I recently began to discuss with
them the different organizations that they are
considering for the contributions to be donated to

Each year, we bring our young people to this
event. I have brought teens to these seminars
from other congregations. There is truly nothing
like seeing our youth realize that they are not
only the future, but the present and that they
have a voice and the ability to use that voice.
That they now have this in their toolbox is an
important step in their ability to be able to pursue
tikkun olam, repairing the world. (cont. pg. 13)
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Beth Emeth is Hosting
Federation Shabbat 2017
Beth Emeth is honored to host Delaware's Federation Shabbat this year, on January 27, 2017.
Federation Shabbat is always a wonderful community-wide Shabbat experience. As in previous
years, the evening will begin at 5:15 PM with a PJ
Library program for our younger children and families, followed by a 5:45 PM dinner for the entire
community. Shabbat services will begin at 7:30
PM and will be followed by a beautiful Oneg.
We hope that you will join your Beth Emeth
Community, as well as the greater Delaware Jewish Community, for what promises to be a meaningful evening.
Reservations for dinner are required and must
be received no later than January 18. To RSVP,
please send a check to the CBE office or visit our
website’s event page from the calendar. Contact
Lori with any questions about the meal by emailing her at loriannw@cbe.comcastbiz.net, or calling her at 302-764-2393. Costs are as follows:
 Adults and children 13+: $25
 Children (4-12): $10
 Family maximum: $65
We look forward to celebrating Shabbat with you!

Happy 2017! May as many of your wishes
come true as you can handle.
That may sound flippant, but sometimes we get
what we wish for and either we, or those around
us, can’t quite get a grip on it. At one of the
leadership conferences I went to as I was
preparing to become President of Beth Emeth, I
heard a quote that went something like,
“Leadership is instituting change at a pace your
congregants can handle.” I am the kind of person
is comfortable with a lot of change in a short period of time. I know that not everyone is and I try to
be cognizant of that as I talk to people in board
meetings, Engaging our Future sessions or just
as I pass them in the hall. I’m sure some of you
may have felt both a resistance to change and
too much change depending on what topic we’re
discussing. That doesn’t mean that change will
stop, or that we can’t continue to talk about
change.
I want to hear from you so that the discussion
never stops. I want to be the kind of leader who
is available to you, to listen to your ideas, to
encourage everyone to be part of any changes
that come, or who can be your support if you feel
like too much has changed and you’re not sure
where you fit in anymore. While change is
inevitable, how we deal with it should be a
constant. It must be done with respect for the
ideas, respect for those it affects, and for those
who implement it to the best of their abilities.
I want to be sure that change is not a dirty
word. At the same time, if there were never any
changes there would be less reasons to have a
mikveh, less reasons to say mazal tov, less reasons to say the shehecheyanu, less reasons to
even have a leadership. While change is a necessity, it does not have to be a burden. We can
all work together to be sure that it happens and
that others do not feel left behind. “Things alter
for the worse spontaneously, if they be not altered for the better designedly.” ~Francis Bacon
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7
24 (26 Tevet)

9:00a Sisterhood Volunteering &
Baking Event at Ronald McDonald House of Delaware
9:15a Adult Education-Jewish
History
10:30a Adult Education-Bully
Pulpit Hot Topics(HUC)
5:00p Trope Class

31 (4 Shevat)

30 (3 Shevat)

17 (19 Tevet)
9:15a Adult Education-Jewish
History
10:30a Adult Education-Bully
Pulpit Hot Topics(HUC)

29 (2 Shevat)

9:00a Sunday School
9:00a Tu Bishvat Seders
9:15a Mah Jongg
10:00a Sacred Aging Program
10:30a Torah for Today
12:00p Youth Choir

11 (13 Tevet)

4:00p Hebrew School
5:30p Adult EducationHollywood Bible
7:15p Choir Rehearsal

4 (6 Tevet)

Wednesday
7 (9 Tevet) Vayigash

Saturday

27 (29 Tevet)
Federation Shabbat
5:00p PJ Library Program
5:45p Federation Shabbat Dinner
7:30p Shabbat Service with
Adult Choir
8:30p Oneg

26 (28 Tevet)
7:00p Leadership Development
Class

6:00p The Nosh
6:30p Shabbat Service
8:00p 4th & 5th Grade Fondue at
Melting Pot (Concord Pike)

20 (22 Tevet)

WINSTY - NFTY-PAR Social
Action Weekend
6:00p The Nosh
6:30p Shabbat Service
7:30p MLK Shabbat at Congregation Beth Shalom

13 (15 Tevet)

9:00a B'nai Mitzvah Workshop
9:30a Torah Study
11:00a Service-in-the-Round

28 (1 Shevat) Vaera

9:30a Torah Study
11:00a Service-in-the-Round
4:00p Better Together

21 (23 Tevet) Shemot

WINSTY - NFTY-PAR Social
Action Weekend
9:30a Torah Study
11:00a Bat Mitzvah - Reisman

14 (16 Tevet) Vayechi

5:30p,6:00p The Nosh
9:30a Torah Study
6:30p Kabbalat Shabbat Evening 11:00a Service-in-the-Round
Service and Program
7:00p Community Game Night at
8:00p Shabbat Service II with
Cong. Beth Shalom
Adult & Youth Choirs
9:00p Oneg

6 (8 Tevet)

Friday

4:00p Hebrew School
5:30p Adult EducationHollywood Bible
7:15p Choir Rehearsal
7:30p Introduction to Judaism

7:00p Interfaith Inauguration
Service

19 (21 Tevet)

12 (14 Tevet)

5 (7 Tevet)

Thursday

25 (27 Tevet)

11:00a Sisterhood Posh & Nosh
4:00p Hebrew School
5:30p Adult EducationHollywood Bible
7:30p Introduction to Judaism

18 (20 Tevet)

9:00a Ninth Ward Ministry Meet4:00p Hebrew School
ing
5:30p Adult Education9:15a Adult Education-Jewish
Hollywood Bible
History
5:30p Trope Class
10:30a Adult Education-Bully
7:00p Post-election Discussion
Pulpit Hot Topics(HUC)
7:15p Choir Rehearsal
5:00p Trope Class
7:30p Introduction to Judaism
7:30p Board Meeting

10 (12 Tevet)

3 (5 Tevet)

Tuesday

9:15a Adult Education-Jewish
History
10:30a Adult Education-Bully
Pulpit Hot Topics(HUC)

23 (25 Tevet)

MLK Day
Building Closed

16 (18 Tevet)

9 (11 Tevet)

Building Closed

2 (4 Tevet)

Monday

9:00a Sunday School
9:00a Teacher Conferences
9:00a Caring Committee Soup
Making
10:30a Torah for Today
12:00p Youth Choir

22 (24 Tevet)

WINSTY - NFTY-PAR Social
Action Weekend
9:00a Sunday School: Community Service Day

15 (17 Tevet)

9:00a Sunday School
9:00a Brotherhood Breakfast
10:00a Caring Committee Meeting
10:30a Torah for Today
12:00p Confirmation
12:00p Youth Choir

8 (10 Tevet)

Chanukah
New Year's Day
No Sunday School

1 (3 Tevet)

Sunday

January 2017

answered yes to any of these, please let Kim vonWeltin or Rabbi Robinson know.

In memory of the departed whom we now
remember...We share in the recent bereavement suffered by members of our temple
family and extend our
sincere condolences to:
Lisa Danyo on the death of her father,
Alan Alten

Ninety Years and Counting…
The L’Dor v’Dor
Legacy Circle recently hosted an
event
honoring
Beth Emeth Members of 25 years or
more. Among our
guests was a member whose membership is 90
years long. Yes, in 1926 Eleanor Matas entered
Beth Emeth’ s religious school; she was seven
years-old. Will seven-year-olds entering religious
school in 2016 enjoy ninety years of membership? We certainly hope so. We trust that Congregation Beth Emeth will be an active and welcoming synagogue meeting the needs of the
22nd Century Jewish community. This can happen if members today plan for tomorrow, for our
children and their children. You can do this by
joining the L’Dor v’Dor
Legacy Circle. Congregants who inform us that
they plan to include in
their will a bequest for
the Congregation are
honored as Legacy Circle members. Signing the
Declaration of Intent does not require indicating
amounts or assets, neither is it a legal document. The Legacy Committee wants to hear from
you and stands ready to answer your questions.
Please leave your name in the Temple Office
and a committee member will respond.

The Committee Previously Known as
Israel Advocacy

The Committee itself is having
a bit of an identity crisis. It likes
its previous name, but wants to
address the issues and needs of
not just the Jews in Israel, but
everywhere. So maybe it’s new
name is something along the lines of Israel and
World Jewry. It’s willing to be talked out of that
name if something new comes along though.
What’s New: Part of what will necessarily be new
going forward is its Committee Chair. The Committee Chair will be someone who feels strongly about
Israel, but is also interested in helping CBE become involved in Jewish issues in the US and the
world. They will be someone willing to work with
the Board Leadership, especially our Social Action
Chair and the Clergy. They will be able to seek out
where our resources are most needed, and then
help direct those resources. They will be working
with a dedicated group of individuals within CBE
and without to get the work done, not having to do
it all themselves. They will have the opportunity
to help set the direction of the committee without
being the only source of ideas. They will be a committee chair without being a board member with its
additional commitments.
What’s Coming Up: The next step for this committee is to identify its chair. Is it you? Do you feel
like any of the above statements interest you? Do
they describe you in any way? Would you like to at
least be on the committee if not the chair? If you
8

What’s New at Adult Learning on Lea?

growth and prayer. He’s a teacher, a
writing coach and an award-winning
essayist and journalist. Stay tuned for
more details!

Looking for something new in January?
Adult Learning has TWO new programs:
Tuesday mornings, beginning January 10, we
have:
A JOURNEY THROUGH JEWISH HISTORY
- Part 2. This class continues the
journey through our Jewish History that
began last January. You do not need to
have been in the January 2016 class to
participate. In this class, we will look at
Jewish History in America. Tuesdays,
9:15 – 10:30 AM. Taught by Sue Paul.

TORAH STUDY (SATURDAY) AND TORAH
FOR TODAY (SUNDAY)
Every Saturday at 9:30 AM; Sundays during Religious School at 10:30 AM. No
experience or knowledge of Hebrew
necessary. Enjoy the camaraderie of
others who are interested in exploring
how the Torah portion of the week can
speak to us now.

THE BULLY PULPIT: Passionate discussions on the issues that are inspiring our
leaders and thinkers in the Jewish world
from the HUC-JIR College Commons. Tuesdays, 10:45 – noon. Taught
by Rabbi Robinson and Rabbi Koppel.
Sunday, January 29, 10:00 AM – noon
SACRED AGING: LIVING THE NEXT
THIRD. What do you want to do with
your life when you’re 60? 70? 80? “What
do you want to do next?” Join panelists as
we explore how to prepare for the years
after retirement. What questions should
we ask ourselves? What financial
decisions do we have to make, so we can
take those next steps?

Thank you to our February Ushers

Wednesdays 5:30-7:00 PM
HOLLYWOOD BIBLE: We continue the
story of the charismatic King David and
his offspring.
Save the date March 31 – April 2.
ALDEN
SOLOVY,
SCHOLAR
IN
RESIDENCE: We’re very excited to be
bringing poet and liturgist Alden Solovy to
Beth Emeth. Solovy spreads joy and
excitement for prayer. His work has been
used by people of all faiths throughout the
world, in private prayer and public
ceremonies, including at our High Holiday
services. He’s written more than 600
pieces of new liturgy, offering a fresh new
Jewish voice, challenging the boundaries
between poetry, meditation, personal
9

Jamye Cole

2/3/2017 6:30 PM

Kim vonWeltin

2/3/2017 8:00 PM

Nancy D’Argenio

2/10/2017

Susan & Mark Detwiler

2/17/2017

Heather & Daniel Haas

2/24/2017

Marriage Re-Consecration Service

FAMILY PROMISE NEWS

Ah, the cold winter nights! Doesn’t it make you
want to rekindle the warmth of romance? And
what better way is there than to join other
couples in re-consecrating your marriage vows in
our sanctuary at Beth Emeth on Friday, April 21,
during the 6:30 PM Shabbat evening service. If
your wedding anniversary in calendar year 2017
is a multiple of 5-years (e.g. 5, 10, 15, 20 years,
etc.) then you’re eligible to participate! The service is both beautiful and meaningful and a wonderful opportunity for families to share their love.
For more information or to sign up, contact
Esther Timmeney at 302-478-0363 or e-mail
esthertimmeney@gmail.com

Donations of these supplies would be greatly
appreciated: Toilet brushes, toilet bowl
cleaner, spray disinfectant, dishwasher tabs,
laundry detergent, liquid hand soap and kitchen
trash bags.
Catholic Charities can pick up furniture
donations.
Call them at 302-764-2717 to schedule a pick
up and tell them you heard about it from Family
Promise. By partnering with Catholic Charities,
Family Promise families will receive items for
their homes when they move out.
Upcoming Dates:
Our first hosting week of the new year is
January 1 - January 8. The remainder of our
2017 Hosting week schedule includes the weeks
of: May 7, October 22 and December 31.

Caring Committee
The Caring Committee provides opportunities
to help members of our CBE community in a variety of ways. They include making soup and
meals, writing cards and making calls, consoling
the bereaved, distributing holiday gifts and visiting members of our community in facilities and
their homes.
New committee members are always welcome.
We hope you will join us to learn more about our
activities at our next meeting: Sunday, January 8
at 10:00 AM in the CBE Board Room.
If you would like to join Jen Podos in making
soup on Sunday, January 22 at 9 AM, please
email her at jen@theseidenbergs.com.
Contact Judith Insinga by emailing her at
jjschnitman@yahoo.com or calling her at 302764-4093 for more information about the Caring
Committee

There are so many different ways to support
Family Promise and have a personally rewarding experience during these weeks: set
up sleeping rooms, drive a van, purchase
supplies, visit in the evening, sleep overnight,
and
prepare
and
serve
meals.
Please
contact
Judith
Insinga
at
jjschnitman@yahoo.com or 302-764-4093 if you
have any questions about Family Promise or
for more information about volunteering
opportunities.

BRIGHTEN MADREGOT’S CHANUKAH

Bar/Bat Mitzvah Parties

Please respond to our campaign for our

When planning your son’s or
daughter’s Bar/Bat Mitzvah parties,
please consider using our lovely
facilities. Our social hall will accommodate a large group of family
and friends. Caterers are welcome; rental is reasonable; there is room to
dance and plenty of parking and a great staff to
help make your party a success.

Twinning Project congregation in far-away
Siberia. Send your contributions to the Temple
Office or visit the Twinning Project page on our
website under Our Community.
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MLK DAY WEEKEND REIMAGINED WITH
JOSHUA NELSON –
THE PRINCE OF KOSHER GOSPEL
Congregation Beth Shalom,
Friday, January 13, 7:30 PM

building for which Dr. King was known – which is
why he is the perfect person to headline MLK
Shabbat.
He first went to Israel with his synagogue on a
high school trip and had a very spiritual
experience at the Western Wall. He spent two
years in Israel on a college kibbutz program
through Temple University and Hebrew Union
College, studying political science and Hebrew.
One day, when he heard the choir at The Great
Synagogue in Jerusalem, he thought they sounded like legendary gospel singer Mahalia Jackson.
He suddenly understood he could integrate both
parts of his black and Jewish identity. He took
Jewish liturgy and set it to his favorite sounds.
Please come join Congregation Beth Shalom,
along with our friends at Congregation Beth
Emeth, and our neighborhood churches of the
Ninth Ward for a gospel Shabbat service which
will make the celebration of Dr. Martin Luther
King’s life a truly memorable experience.
Rabbi Michael Beals, Congregation Beth Shalom

When I was a rabbi just
starting out almost 20 years
ago back in LA, I always
thought we should be able
to do MORE with the Dr.
Martin Luther King, Jr. Day
than just treat it as another day off. After all, Dr.
King was a game changer about how we think
about social justice. Our own Jewish social justice hero, Rabbi Abraham Joshua Heschel
marched with King in Selma back in 1965. Jews
and African Americans used to be in an alliance,
with a shared passion for social
justice. What
if we could rekindle that light once again and
make Dr. King Day something special?
That was how I created my first Martin Luther
King, Jr Birthday Shabbat Celebration in January
1998, at B’nai Tikvah Congregation in Los
Angeles – which has long since been leveled and
replaced by condos.
I originally created a
dialogue, from the collected writings of both Rabbi Heschel and Dr. King. I co-acted the piece
with the only African-American minister in our
Westchester Clergy Association for the first
seven years of my rabbinate, Rev. John David
Webster, of Westchester Christian Church. The
synagogue is now gone but MLK Birthday
Shabbat has been alive and well in Wilmington,
Delaware for these past 13 years. And it has
spread well beyond the confines of Congregation
Beth Shalom – it was hosted at Congregation
Beth Emeth just last year.
This year, on Friday January 13, at 7:30 pm,
with the generous support of the Rabbi Jacob
Kraft Education Fund, and the co-sponsorship of
the interfaith Ninth Ward Association, MLK Birthday Shabbat is back at Beth Shalom, featuring
vocal artist and composer Joshua Nelson, the
Prince of Kosher Gospel. Nelson is both African
American and Jewish. “I am the KKK’s worst
nightmare,” Nelson says.
Nelson fuses Jewish liturgy with gospel music
to create a brand-new sound, which is uplifting to
both Jewish and African American cultures – as
well anyone with a beating heart. He is the very
embodiment of the cultural, religious bridge-

Sisterhood Books & Bagels
Sisterhood is pleased to announce the next two
Books & Bagels dates & titles. Cover charge for
the light breakfast is $5, or $4 plus a nonperishable food donation. RSVP to heathermargolin@verizon.net . We hope to see you there!
February 12, 2017 — “Ten Green Bottles: The
True Story of One Family's Journey from Wartorn Austria to the Ghettos of Shanghai” by Vivian
Jeanette Kaplan
April 9, 2017 — “Marriage of Opposites” by Alice
Hoffman
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Sisterhood Events for 2017

RSVP
to
Missy
Rosenthal
at
mmrosenthal@comcast.net or 610-209-9383
ASAP & you will be provided with instructions to
register for this fun event! We can either carpool
together or meet at QVC for our tour! If anyone
is interested, we can have lunch together afterwards as well! QVC Studio Park, 1200 Wilson
Drive, West Chester, PA 19380.
Have you always wanted to learn about a particular component of QVC? The QVC Studio Plus
Tours focus on specific areas of QVC that are
normally off-limits to visitors. Start with the QVC
Studio Tour and then go behind-the-scenes and
meet
with
an
expert
in
the
field!
Looking for a little interior decorating
inspiration?
A visit to the QVC Production
Design Department is in order! First, you’ll learn
about the process of designing the different
rooms of QVC’s home and how the props on the
set are used to enhance the items being presented on-air. Then it’s time to see how each set is
styled. Visit the prop house, the ultimate area of
home accessories. Marvel at the wide variety of
furniture, lighting, rugs, drapery and thousands of
other adornments, all arranged according to style
and color – it’s prop paradise! Finally, you’ll step
onto a set to see how it’s all pulled
together. Depart QVC with a renewed desire to
re-decorate your own home.
March 5, 2017: The Kosher Baker is coming
to Beth Emeth! - Cookbook Author Event—Paula
Shoyer
"The
Kosher
Baker"
www.thekosherbaker.com.
Join us for a very special author/chef event as
Paula Shoyer joins us to share her baking tips &
secrets with us! Paula Shoyer is the author
of The New Passover Menu (Sterling Press
2015), The Holiday Kosher Baker (Sterling Press
2013) and The Kosher Baker: 160 dairy-free desserts from traditional to trendy (Brandeis 2010).
Paula’s recipes have been featured in newspapers, magazines, websites, blogs and on radio
and TV shows all over the United States, Canada, Israel and even Asia. Paula is a Frenchtrained pastry chef who teaches scheduled and
custom-designed classes in French pastry and
Jewish cooking in the Washington, D.C. area,
and all around the world. She does demonstrations as fundraisers for Jewish organizations and
institutions.
Appearances include Food Network’s Sweet
Genius, Home & Family on the Hallmark

January 31, 2017: Volunteering & Baking at
Ronald McDonald House of Delaware (9:00 AM 12:00 PM) - Join Sisterhood as we spend the
morning helping the families at the Ronald
McDonald House. We'll bake desserts to put out
for the families and make casseroles that they
keep on hand for emergencies and lunch. Due to
limited kitchen capacity, we are limited to no
more than 14 people. If you are interested in
joining us, please contact Missy Rosenthal at
mmrosenthal@comcast.net. As a group, we will
decide what we'll be baking, what supplies will be
needed, etc.
We'll be collecting Wish List items in January
for the Ronald McDonald House & we'll bring
these donations to the House on 1/31/17. Please
drop off any items in the synagogue or religious
school office! Here is a list of items they need:
Individually wrapped snack foods
Juice boxes
Canned meats
Canned or fresh fruit
Cereal
1 or 2 gallon freezer bags
Storage containers – Gladlock
Corelle® Livingware™ Winter Frost White
dinner plates, dessert plates and 18 oz bowls
 Paper (white or color, letter size)
 Disinfectant cleaner-Lysol
 Soft Scrub
 Disinfectant wipes
 Mops
 Febreeze
 Hair brushes
 Facial tissues
 Queen-sized cotton/poly-cotton bed sheet
sets
 Full-sized cotton/poly-cotton bed sheet sets
 Twin-sized cotton/poly-cotton bed sheet sets
 White or light colored towel sets-bath, hand,
wash cloths
 Dish towels
·
February 22, 2017: QVC Studio Plus Tour Decorator's Dream: Designing and Styling the
QVC Sets tour on Wednesday, February 22 from
10 AM - noon. Cost for this event is $35. We
are limited in numbers for this tour. Please
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Channel, Fox Morning News New York, WGN’s
Lunchbreak
Daytime
and
news
shows WUSA9 Washington, San Diego Living,
NBC Washington and Baltimore, the Kojo
Nnamdi Show and the Martha Stewart Morning
Living radio show on XM Sirius. Paula develops
dessert recipes that are dairy-free, sugar-free,
gluten-free and vegan, as well as modern kosher
food.
She
does
freelance
writing
for
www.kosherscoop.com, Whisk Magazine, Joy of
Kosher,
www.jewishfoodexperience.com,
Washington Post and Hadassah Magazine and
develops dessert recipes for companies.
Now is your chance to become the baker you
have always wanted to be! There are two ways
to participate:
VIP morning - We'll join Paula in the kitchen at
11:30 AM for up close and personal time with
her. We'll bake together in the kitchen, have
lunch, and we'll have the opportunity to talk with
her one on one! Cost for this portion of the day is
$50 and includes lunch and admission to the afternoon event. Our suggested Passover
baking menu will be Linzer Tarts, Florentine Bars
and Meringue Fruit Tarts.
At the late afternoon/early evening event,
Paula will demonstrate how to make three desserts and will serve them to the attendees. Our
menu will consist of the delicious desserts that
our VIPs got to make in the morning. Paula will
teach us valuable baking techniques and will explain how to plan for the Passover holiday. You'll
have the best Passover desserts on the block this
year for sure! Time for this
portion will be
determined shortly. Cost for this portion of the
event is $18 in advance ($20 at the
door). Cookbooks will be for sale at the event.
May 11, 2017 - Annual Sisterhood Donor
Event! Pencil in this year's, sure to be, fabulous
event....BINGO! 6:30-9:30 PM! Lots of fantastic
prizes, great food, & wonderful friends!

(from page 5) As Rabbi Jonah Pesner remarked
to the group, these teens are our hope. They will
be the ones to shape our future. They can and
they do inspire us.
And this month there are two exciting opportunities to pursue justice in a variety of ways. On
January 17 (the Sunday of MLK weekend), we
will have Community Service Day during Religious School. We hope that students will be
joined by families, and by others in the congregation, to take part in a variety of projects to pursue
justice in the community—locally and globally.
Based in Jewish learning, there will be different
opportunities, for different age groups and based
on interests, to engage in making a difference in
the world. All projects will be happening at the
synagogue, although we will need volunteers to
deliver some items to various locations after the
event, in addition to needing help that day.
Please be in touch if you are able to volunteer in
any capacity.
Finally, on January 22, I will be shaving my
head again for the St. Baldrick’s Foundation. As
you know, the fight against childhood cancer is
one that has become important to me, and this
organization is one that I have come to support
over the past few years. As more and more children in my life and in the life of my friends struggle with various forms of cancer, the issue only
becomes more important to me. The shave will
be happening at Sunday School—there will be
other ways to engage in supporting the cause
that day (or on other days). If you would like to
make a donation, please visit my fundraising site
at
https://www.stbaldricks.org/participants/
rabbiisa5777.
Bringing this full circle, the 7th grade has also
been empowered with being able to allow classes
to choose my hair color a few times before then,
in order to encourage giving (by rewarding classes that have given tzedakah), publicize the
cause, and educate the community about giving.
I will be coloring my hair so that people ask me
about it, giving me the opportunity to tell people
about what I’m doing and why I’m doing it (similar
to the reason that I’m shaving my head).
Indeed: here are many ways to pursue justice.
And just as many ways to inspire its pursuit.
Rabbi Elisa Koppel
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Adult and Youth Choir Fund
In memory of Morris Shapiro
from Mara & Ira Tartack
Cantor Stanton's
Discretionary Fund
In appreciation of Cantor
Stanton from Leslie
Goldenberg
In appreciation of Cantor
Stanton marrying Mike &
Rachael from Charles &
Sandra Sobel
In memory of Dr. Benjamin
Steinbach, Cecille Steinbach &
Jennie Ozer from Greta &
Larry Wallis
In appreciation of Cantor
Stanton and In loving memory
of Kurt Rosenbaum, My
Husband, Our Dad and Poppie
from Inez Rosenbaum, the
Heffernan and Brignac
Families
In memory of father-in-law,
Samuel Joseph from Judith B.
Joseph
In memory of A. Roke Lieberman from Rosalyn Selber
Lieberman & Family
In memory of my brother,
Gerald Melamed from Rosalyn
Selber Lieberman
In memory of John Freney
from Sue Paul
In memory of Sharon Pincus
from Martin B. Pincus
Caring Community
Committee
In loving memory of Kathleen
Squillante, Kathie's mother

from Ted & Kathie Kamen
In memory of Anne Rubenstein
from Harvey & Toby Rubenstein
In memory of Jack Rubenstein
from Harvey & Toby Rubenstein
In loving memory of William
Margolin from Richard & Marcia
Margolin
In memory of Charles H.
Simmons Jr. from Chick & Sherry Simmons, Heather Feliciano,
& David Simmons
In memory of Anne Gellender
from Rose & Alan Ebner
In memory of David Levitsky &
Alfred Green from Mitzi
Herrmann
In loving memory of beloved
father & grandfather, Bernard
Schaffer from Pam, Bob, Mike,
Steven & Bethany Vanderloo
In memory of Bernice Schnitman
from Richard & Judith Insinga
In appreciation of the Caring
Committee's many visits and
treats. from Elinor Mannis
Edith Labovsky Memorial Fund
In memory of Edith Labovsky
from Dr. Lanny & Micki
Edelsohn
Family Assistance
In memory of Fannie Green
from Regina Miller
Mazon
Mazel tov & love to Karen Caplan
on her Sisterhood award
from Beryl, Bob & Family
Love & good health to Laurie
Blum on her special birthday
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from Beryl & Bob Gamiel
Mazel tov & love to Susan &
Roy Appletree on Jen's
engagement to Zachary
from Beryl, Bob & Family
Mazel tov to Myra Sachs on the
engagement of her grandson
Zachary Gamiel from Beryl,
Bob Gamiel & Family
In memory of Joseph Melamed
from Rosalyn Selber
Lieberman
In honor of the birthday of Jean
Lodge from The Birthday
Group
Prayer Book Fund
In memory of William Tartack
from Ira & Mara Tartack
Rabbi Grumbacher
Music Fund
In memory of Woody Bass
from Nancy, Sara & Marc
Bass
In memory of Mary's stepfather,
Anthony Pykosz from Mary &
Fred DeVries
In celebration of wonderful High
Holiday Services from Rose &
Alan Ebner
Rabbi Robinson
Discretionary Fund
With gratitude to Beth Emeth,
Rabbi Robinson and Cantor
Stanton from Thomas Gruber
& Sandra Cook
In appreciation of Rabbi
Robinson from Steve Cook &
Family

In appreciation of Rabbi
Robinson for doing Hannah's baby naming from Amy, Matt, &
Hannah Glanden
In memory of Rose Marie Agoos
from Susan & Steve Herrmann
In memory of Sylvia Herschbein
from the Aronstam Family
Temple Fund
To Congregation Beth Emeth
from Judy & David Hodas
In appreciation of the beautiful
High Holidays from Rabbi Yair &
Dr. Marisa Robinson
In memory of Irvin Hockstein
from Howard & Judy Zucker
In loving memory of Samuel
Schneider & Edythe Margolin
from Richard & Marcy Margolin
In memory of Esther Rosenberg,
beloved mother, grandmother &
great grandmother from Shirley
Weiner & Family
In memory of Philip Block
from Robert & Naomi
Hershkowitz
In memory of Jerome Barrow
from Ruth Rosenberg
In memory of Alfred Miller and
Mitchell Karten from Howard &
Susan Karten
In memory of Pearl Balkansky &
Lena Goldberg from Don &
Barbara Goldberg
In memory of Meyer Masors &
Ruth Sklut from Rob & Jan
Goodman
In memory of Meyer Weiner, my
father-in-law, beloved grandfather
& great grandfather from Shirley
Weiner
In memory of Stella Rovine
from The Rovine Family
In memory of David Scher, Ethel
Scher & Donald Parsons, Sr.
from Ethel & Don Parsons
In memory of Bessie Silverman
and Joan Colton Helfand
from Rory, Steve, Dean, Sami,
Jenny & Aria Godowsky

In memory of father, David Sapp
from Doris Kane
Congratulations to Beryl & Robert
Gamiel on Zachary's engagement
to Jennifer Appletree from Myra
Sachs
In memory of Mildred Flippen
from Richard & Dorothy Flippen
In memory of Marsha Lee
from Scotti Lee
In memory of Julius Wahl
from Dr. & Mrs. Milton Wahl
In memory of Alfred Green
from Doris Heisler & Family
In memory of Dave Balick and
Saul Sitzer from Ruth Balick &
Family
In loving memory of Louis
Kassvan & Lee Zommick
from Lewis & Millie Stat
In memory of Joel Edward
Antinoph from Richard R.
Antinoph
In memory of Reba Levick
from Edythe Rapkin
In memory of Frances Weinstein
from Gary & Susan Gooden
In memory of Joseph Newman
from James Newman
In loving memory of William
Margolin and Edythe Margolin
from Steven, Heather, Will &
Rachel Margolin
In memory of Florence Kaufman
Farb from Sue & Chuck Milazzo
& Family
In memory of Irvin Hockstein
from Sara, Kenneth & Neil
Hockstein
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In memory of dear sister,
Beatrice Portnoy from Netty &
Stan Hart
In memory of Maria Greschler
from Greschler Family
In memory of Nellie Bernhardt
from Eleanor B. Matas
In memory of loving father,
Samuel Fischer from Sara
Hockstein
In memory of Morton Neuman
from Herb & Jo-anne Pessin &
Family
In memory of Tania Zimmerman
from Joseph & Marion
Zimmerman
In memory of Ralph I. Garber
from Renee Chirtel & Family
In memory of George Markowitz
from Martin & Frances
Markowitz
In memory of David David
from Israel & Sylvia David
In loving memory of father &
grandfather, Julius Strauss
from Jill & Jeff Strauss &
Family
In memory of brother, Jerry
Epstein from Joan Goldberg
Torah Repair Fund
In loving memory of Marjorie
Wasserman from Bill & Pat
Wasserman
Wishing Flo Rutherford a full &
fast recovery from Bill & Pat
Wasserman

